


BISTROTEA
PURELY SIMPLE!

BRIEF PROJECT OUTLINE

Since the early 1990s, Der Bistrozucker München - the pioneers of the sugar stick - have been working on revolutionizing the old-fash-
ioned tea bag. The result was the TeaPOD (Tea Portion of Design). The tpod is smart and very easy to handle. It‘s absolutely hygienic 
and without any wastage or dripping. It will not need wringing - and you won‘t need a teaspoon either. Your tea break will be an un-
forgettable experience.

CONCEPT

The basic idea in developing the tpod was to replace the outdated tea bag with a modern, more elegant product. Due to its ab-
sorbent features, paper filters out most of the tea‘s flavor also called carriers, or brewing colloids. Paper may also contain harmful 
substances such as glues or pesticides.
The non absorbent tpod foil from Alcan Germany is completely without toxic glues. This has been certified following tests at 121 
degrees Celsius. The foil complies with current EU directives and also the regulations of the American Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR21). 
The micro-perforated tpod foil works like a mechanical filtering system to separate solid from liquid components. The sophis-
ticated perforation pattern enhances circulation of the tea which results in the aroma unfolding better and more progressively. 
Prolonged stirring of the tpod will intensify the tea‘s flavor. It is also not essential to remove the tpod from the water as the tea 
will not turn bitter. 
But if you do remove the tpod from the water, there will be no dripping!
It is no hidden secret that many tea bags contain much more tea than is required for taste and flavor. The reason for this is because 
a transparent bag with only little content appears to be of inferior quality. The tpod only uses 1.5g of premium quality tea which 
is ideal to ensure a rich flavor.
The tpod‘s biggest advantages, however, are usability and hygiene: Simply immerse the tpod in hot water, stir lightly, and enjoy 
your cup of tea. Which tea drinker hasn‘t experienced the pain of trying to stir his tea using a pen or his index finger? Or wanting 
to dispose of a dripping, unsightly tea bag without causing a minor flood? From now on, the motto is: MAKE TEA SIMPLE!

INNOVATION LEVEL

The product itself is protected by several copyrights and patents. A further patent is pending for a refined foil-perforation tech-
nique. “Bistrotea“ was ready to be marketed at the middle of this year. A strategic alliance was formed with key suppliers in order 
to achieve maximum synergy effects. This strategy ensures area-wide and targeted distribution of the product. and will serve as an 
additional advantage over other future competitors. While constantly striving for perfection, a number of design and technical 
details have been improved which are now unique features by itself.



BISTROTEA
SIMPLY WOW!

MARKET SUCCESS AND OPPORTUNITIES

In the summer of 2006, a tpod prototype was nominated for the German Packaging Award at the Fachpack trade fair in Nürnberg. A 
number of successful pre-launches followed - at the Coffee Fest in Seattle, the National Restaurant Association Show (NRA) in Chi-
cago, the International Restaurant & Foodservice Show in New York, as well as the Gulfood in Dubai. The final product was officially 
launched in June 2007 at the “Tea and Coffee World Cup“ in Geneva and received an enthusiastic response from the trade!
Lufthansa chose to use Bistrotea in its prestigious First Class “HON-CIRCLE“ lounge in Munich.
A global marketing network was set up for worldwide marketing and distribution of the product under the brand name “Bistrotea“. 
Distribution of the product is primarily targeted at the USA, Japan, Dubai, Israel and Western Europe. 

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

In the course of the project, an even closer cooperation with the main supply companies grew: Alcan Packaging Singen GmbH, 
developer of the marvelous ultra light spring-back foil (FDA) for the tpod Heinz-Dieter Mendel GmbH, a long-established com-
pany based in Wangen, contributed the ingenious perforation know how. Plantextrakt GmbH & Co.KG in Vestenbergsgreuth 
created the aroma extracts and best-quality flavors. Sihl GmbH in Düren brought in its refined and sophisticated Enduro Ice 
Paper for the aroma retentive envelope (QTpod®). Bosch Sigpack Systems AG joined in last as a valuable partner to manufacture 
the state of the art filling and enveloping machines for the tpod. This German-Swiss alliance forms the backbone of the project.

OTHER APPLICATIONS AND SYNERGY EFFECTS

The existing infrastructure and global market presence of major companies like Alcan Packaging Singen GmbH and Bosch Sig-
pack Systems AG offer excellent opportunities for a joint marketing strategy. The organization structure plus the convenient loca-
tion of Der Bistrozucker GmbH München is ideally suitable as a major distribution and logistic hub. Cooperation with a further 
distribution company in the food and beverage sector is being sought. The tpod itself is suitable for “to-go“ energy drinks, ice teas, 
specialty coffees, pharmaceutical products and more. A range of micro-perforated foils including “private-label branding“ is 
available, without license fee, for any purpose. 

PROFITABILITY

Even in the development phase, the response to the tpod was extremely positive. Encouraged by excellent feedback, pre-orders 
and field research conducted in Berlin, Paris and London, the product was finally declared market-ready. Due to its high novelty 
value, increased sales will also be easily achievable outside the gastronomical sector. Nevertheless Bistrotea is not just a niche or a 
fancy “prosumer” product for expendable incomes only. It is for anyone and everyone with a passion for design, innovation and a 
desire to keep abreast of technology available to add to the conveniences of everyday life.

BENEFITS TO SOCIETY

It may not make the cover of Time Magazine or win a Nobel prize. Even Buckingham Palace might not serve bistrotea yet . How-
ever, The Bistrotea tpod is undoubtedly a cool invention, it‘s an absolute genuine lifestyle product with intrinsic value.
 
“What You See Is What You Get. No One Has Been Disappointed Yet.“


